Navigating companies through difficult times

Welcome to Renewacorp - a business performance
improvement company specializing in business turnarounds of
distressed companies, helping underperforming organizations
to attain higher levels of performance and interim executive
management services. We are a trusted resource that clients bank on
for driving shareholder value – from surviving to thriving.
Led by a P&L seasoned executive, Renewacorp empathizes with the
challenges clients deal with, given our own experience generating
business outcomes that consistently surpassed corporate objectives.
Achievements made possible by developing strong leadership
teams with a culture of operational excellence and leading impactful
improvements in productivity, quality, and customer service by
adopting lean strategies and metrics-based management.
Designing and implementing powerful solutions, founded on sound
judgment, creativity and experience, is central to our (3) distinct handson, service offerings.

(1) Turning Around Distressed Companies
Moving from Survival to Sustainability
When a business is in a distressed situation and on the brink of
insolvency, solutions are not readily apparent and stakeholder patience
is strained. Urgently needed is a resource to stop the bleeding and
restore them to financial health, the very essence of a business
turnaround. Renewacorp responds by leading a team of resources to
quickly establish a path for recovery and deliver a rapid step change in
performance.
Our approach to turning around distressed companies
Assessment
Renewacorp takes charge, in an interim capacity of authority,
analyzing and evaluating current business conditions. By targeting
cash management controls, staffing levels, accountabilities,
communications and operational controls, the troubling indicators
and underlying root causes to performance shortfalls become readily
apparent.
Taking Immediate Action
Through consistent leadership and a drive to execute actions, decisions
are taken in an even-handed manner and trust is gained by “walking
the talk”. Our objective long-term is not merely for companies to
survive, but rather for them to thrive. Yet for now all efforts are focused
on “righting the ship” by fixing priority work processes with the greatest
potential return in critical areas of the business. With the bleeding
finally stopped and positive cash flow assured the client can then
move forward building sustainability.

We create high
performance
teams united
around a
Vision, willing
to accept
new ideas
and methods,
committed to
excellence and
accountable for
their actions.

(2) Underperforming Companies
Unlocking Potential for Superior Performance
Underperforming companies face circumstances less dire than distressed companies. Still,
they’re challenged by stalled growth, declining margins and increasing stakeholder anxiety.
Whether pressed by competitive threats, recognition that good enough is no longer good
enough or striving to extract the highest EBITDA multiple on an exit strategy, companies are
looking for a resource that can arrest stagnation and take performance to higher levels.
Renewacorp provides practical resources to enable leaders, teams and individuals of an
underperforming company to systematically unlock the potential for superior performance.
High impact solutions tailored around the unique challenges of the business are developed
and implemented. By providing a platform for the discovery of their hidden capabilities, a
profound confidence is instilled so that personnel can go forth and inspire, innovate, and
thrive in a rapidly changing world. Net effect - ordinary people are transformed into an
extraordinary high performance team, focused on continuous improvement and delivering
operational excellence.
Our approach to developing sustainable superior performance
Assessment
Working with the client, Renewacorp evaluates the present business conditions, examines
troubling indicators and uncovers underlying root causes to the performance shortfall.

Executives
don’t get fired
for making
mistakes (we
are all allowed
to make
mistakes).
They get fired
because they
cannot recover.

Developing the Transition Plan
A detailed Transition Plan for fixing the underlying root causes to performance shortfalls is
drawn up taking into consideration:
. core competencies and strengths that can be leveraged to the company’s advantage
. weaknesses that can be eliminated through simplification
. opportunities for accelerating the speed of deliverables
. gaps between the Strategic Plan and organizational alignment
Multi-faceted, sustainable solutions are designed and vetted that address new business
processes, measurement systems, strategic initiatives and accompanying action plans.
Implemented effectively, such solutions enable the company to work smarter, not harder
and achieve a performance level and competitive advantage thought beforehand not to be
possible.
Implementing the Transition Plan
Implementation of the Transition Plan is led by Renewacorp in partnership with the client’s
executive team. Clear, concise and open communication of the plan is vital for creating
alignment around the objectives. Timely, decisive execution of the plan is critical to its success.
Some areas of the organization will readily adapt to the new ways of working, while others will
either neglect or choose to ignore the required change. Throughout we share our knowledge
and encourage the leadership team to drive behavior in a manner consistent with creating a
high performance climate. We continually reinforce what’s happening, develop the quality of
relationships and foster buy-in from all stakeholders. We make our exit, with the client satisfied
that the Plan has been successfully implemented, having achieved lasting benefits in key areas
of the business, namely financial, customer satisfaction/ market value and work environment.

(3) Interim Executive Management
Bridging the Gap with Value-Added Talent
People invariably come and go in business. The departure of a key executive can leave a gaping hole in an otherwise well laid out
strategic plan. Renewacorp helps bridge the gap with the placement of an experienced Interim Executive Manager who can bring a
fresh and objective view to existing problems, hit the ground running and deliver value-added service while the client searches for a
permanent replacement.

Renewacorp - focused on helping companies, not merely to survive, but rather to thrive. We welcome the opportunity to determine
how we can best help navigate your company through difficult times. For additional information please visit our website at
www.renewacorp.ca or contact us.

Our role is to fix
what’s broken,
enabling you to get
back doing what
you do best.
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